Directions: Below are actual posts published by individuals on social media. Read each post; then rewrite each one using proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation.

1. i have a few good freinds there you'd have alot in common with!!

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

2. why does life have to be complicated, I am so lonely wide awake and nothing to do some guys are real jerks how can you text someone its over and not tell them in person

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

3. Wat is happening Sat????....o wait..is it guna b sum1s BIRTHDAY??!!!!!

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

4. Well on my way bak from new orliens headn straight to gorgia in the am. makin dat money yall gotta bank out won't b in till late af but wanna chill a lil b4 i leave. who down ?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

5. I jus want to say thank you to my aunt since all of us were little u have always helped us wether it was jus a simple life lesson or taking us to do something fun to this day you continue to teach me and help and I can't express how appreciative I am for everything you've ever done so this is for you aunt tina THANK YOU I love u you're the best aunt anybody could ask for

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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